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DATES COVERED: c.1900-1940

NUMBER OF ITEMS: ____________

STATUS: (check appropriate description)
Cataloged: X Listed: ____________ Arranged: X Not Organized: ____________

CONDITION: (give number of vols., boxes, or shelves)
Bound: ____________ Boxed: X Stored: ____________

LOCATION: (Library) Rare Book & Manuscript
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RESTRICTIONS ON USE: None. Box 47 contains two manuscripts which may not be published in whole or part.

DESCRIPTION:
Manuscripts, notebooks, typescripts and correspondence of Henry L. Moore (1869-1958), Professor of Political Economy at Columbia University, 1902-1929, dealing largely with general economic theory, econometrics and sociology. Included in the collection are the manuscripts of his published works, among them Economic Cycles (New York, 1914), Generating Economic Cycles (New York, 1923) and Synthetic Economics (New York, 1929), as well as those of unpublished studies, "The Good Life in a Progressive Democracy" and "Morals of Mediocrity." The notebooks include essays and miscellaneous notes on Vilfredo Pareto, Ernest Penan, Marcus Aurelius and other sociologists and philosophers. The correspondence includes letters from prominent economists, such as John Bates Clark, Antoine Augustin Cournot, F. V. Edgeworth, Edwin F. A. Seligman, Alfred Marshall, Frank Taussig and Léon Walras. Accompanying the collection is Prof. Moore's library of books, pamphlets and journals, many of them annotated, bearing upon all phases of economics. There are two boxes of printed materials: Textbooks from the Library of H. L. Moore, used by him when he was a student.